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Sustainability Drivers in the Financial Markets
For Banks
 Respond to regulatory pressures
to mitigate climate risk
 Demonstrate sustainability
leadership
 Position Banks as innovative
partners
 High profile business, measured
in league tables
 Fulfil role as an intermediary
between SMEs and the market

For Clients
 Access differentiated investor
base, with possible pricing
advantage
 Positive public relations message
 Market solution to social and
regulatory pressure to
demonstrate responsible behavior
 Part of a holistic approach to
sustainability, to include financing
strategy

 Strategic transactions for our
clients
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Social Responsible Investing – Policy Drivers



Green Bonds are a key worldwide policy instrument, for the G20, the BoE, the People’s Bank
of China, OECD and the EU amongst others



Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures: international cooperation to formalise a
framework for the provision of “decision-useful climate related risk information”



All listed companies to be subject to the EC Directive on Extra-Financial Information



Requirement for European workplace pension schemes to disclose how they incorporate ESG
factors into their risk factors
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Green/Sustainable Bond Market at a Glance
Sustainable Bond Issuance by Currency
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Source: Bloomberg, BNP Paribas, Climate Bonds Initiative, as of 2nd October 2018
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A Growing Demand from Socially Responsible Investors
Growing number of signatories of the UN -PRI


Europe continues to host the largest pools
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expansion of Sustainable Capital Markets


Growth of SRI and dedicated Green and
Social funds has outstripped supply,
making Europe the destination of choice
for

borrowers

sustainable

to

showcase

credentials

and

their
issue

green/sustainable/ social bonds
Source: UN PRI
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Responsible Investing – What, Why and How?
 What? - “Responsible” investment: financial motivation combined with social
responsibility
 Why? - Motivations include:
 Risk mitigation (financial and reputational)
 Social and ethical concerns
 Regulatory (statutory exclusions or sanctions)
 How? - Different approaches and strategies:
 Negative screening (e.g. exclude controversial sectors)
 Positive screening (e.g. choose companies who comply with UN Global
Compact)
 Integration of environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) factors into financial
analysis
There is a wide range of approaches and methodologies captured under the
broad heading of Socially Responsible Investments (“SRI”)
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Asset Backed Securitisation Overview
ABS issuance by country
 The ABS market is dominated by
issuance from the U.S.
 Fannie Mae has issued the
largest proportion of Green ABS
 Fannie Mae have issued USD
12.82bn of Green MBS in
2018YTD, however, they have
not issued any Green RMBS
transactions
 Obvion issued the first Green
RMBS under their “Green Storm”
program, followed by NAB’s AUD
300mn Green RMBS tranche

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative , “Green Securitisation, unlocking
finance for small-scale low carbon projects
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TCFD Regulation and the EeMAP Pilot Project
TCFD on retail mortgage lending
 Fundamental shifts in climate over the longer
term will have impacts on value chains
(revenues, costs, expenditures).
 i.e. in the retail mortgage sector there is
likely to be an increased demand for
loans for home improvements to cool
houses due to rising temperatures

Solutions: The Eemap project
 The success of the Eemap standarisation of
energy efficient mortgages could facilitate
scalability in the RMBS market
o

Lending institutions are encouraged to
identify and tag existing mortgages that
already meet the requirements

o

New energy efficient mortgages should
be tagged in the lending institutions’ ITsystems

o

The data collection exercise for lending
institutions is being developed through
the EeDaPP* initiative

o

The EeDaPP Initiative will seek to
Identify
and
define
standardized
reporting criteria

Challenges in the Green RMBS Market
 A barrier to scaling the RMBS market remains
the lack of or access to energy performance
related data from residential homes

Source: 1). Navigating a New Climate Assessing Credit Risk and Opportunity in a Changing Climate. 2: Physical risks and opportunities, July
2018, p. 1-76. 2). EMF ECBC Market. 3). Energy Efficient Mortgages Website, EeMAP and EeDaPP, “Energy Efficient Mortgages Pilot
Scheme Implementation & Product Framework, p. 1-29 Insight & updates
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Obvion’s Green RMBS Case Study
Obvion issues 1st Green RMBS globally
 Obvion issued the first RMBS globally in 2016 under the name “Green Storm 2016” for a total transaction
amount of EUR 500mn
 Proceeds from the RMBS were used to refinance Obvion’s mortgage loans from the top 15% of Dutch
residential buildings in terms of energy performance or which have achieve a least a 30% improvement in
energy efficiency.
 New residential buildings (constructed after 2002)\
o Energy certificate rating A or B by the Netherlands Enterprise Agency
 Residential buildings (constructed before 2002)
o Buildings with a final Energy Performance Certificate of A; or,
o Building with a definitive Energy Performance Certificate of C or higher that have demonstrated a 2 level
improvement

Obvion’s Green Storm 2017 and 2018
 Obvion was awarded the Asset-backed/asset-based bond of the Year Award by Environmental Finance for a
second consecutive year after their EUR 500mn under Green Storm 2017

\ with their third RMBS green bond for EUR 550mn
 The issuer returned to the capital markets in May 2018
 Obvion’s RMBS project “Storm” now has total outstanding securities equal to EUR 17.6bn
Source: EMF ECBC Market Insight & updates
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A Comparable Green Mortgage Program in the U.S.
The U.S. Property Assessed Clean Energy Model

The
U.S.
Property
Assessed
Clean Energy
(PACE) model
is used to
finance
energy
efficient and
renewable
energy
improvements

PACE loans fund the
upfront cost of energy
improvements
on
residential
and
commercial property,
which are paid back
over
time
though
property tax bills and
funds
are
then
redistributed to the
lending agencies

The funding and credit risk is passed onto ABS investors through the securitisation of
the loans
Source: Climate Bonds Initiative , “Green Securitisation, unlocking
finance for small-scale low carbon projects
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Disclaimer
The material in this presentation was produced by BNP Paribas SA, BNP Paribas Fortis SA/NV, or one or more affiliates of BNP Paribas SA (together, “BNPP”) for information purposes only. Although the information and opinions contained in this
presentation have been obtained from you or public sources believed to be reliable, it has not beenindependently verified, and BNPP makes no representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or implied, whether such information is accurate or
complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. There can be no assurance that any estimates, targets, or projections are attainable or will be realized. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, and future returns are not
guaranteed. Any views expressed herein reflect the judgment of BNPP as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to change, without notice, if BNPP becomes aware of any information, whether specific to a transaction or general
(including changes in prevailing capital markets conditions), which may have an impact on any such views. These views also may differ from or be contrary to views expressed by other departments and/or affiliates of BNPP. This presentation is
not, and should not be construed as, an offer document or an offer or solicitation to enter into any transaction, nor should it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever or be taken as investment
advice, and BNPP makes no representation as to the actual terms on which a transaction may be entered into. BNPP will not be responsible for the adequacy or appropriateness of this information for your purposes or any consequences resulting
from the use of this presentation or reliance upon any view or statement contained herein or for any omission. BNPP accepts no liability or responsibility whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of material contained in
this presentation. Accordingly, you should make your own judgment and assessment of the information contained in this presentation, which is not intended to be the sole basis upon which a determination as to the advisability of any transaction
contemplated herein should be made. BNPP does not provide any tax, accounting, or legal advice, and you should seek independent professional advice, as appropriate. Any products mentioned herein may not be registered for public sale in a
particular jurisdiction, and their availability for investment or distribution is restricted and subject to local applicable laws and regulations, including sale only to professional or institutional investors. This presentation is confidential and is submitted
to selected recipients only. It may not be reproduced (in whole or in part), summarized, or distributed without the prior written permission of BNPP. In relation to the securities, related derivatives, and other financial instruments and the companies,
issuers, institutions, entities, and persons referred to in this presentation, BNPP may (or may have within the previous twelve months or may in the future), from time to time: act as manager, co-manager, underwriter of a public offering or
otherwise, in the capacity of principal or agent; deal in, hold a position, or act as market maker; provide significant advice or investment services; act as an advisor, broker, investment banker, commercial banker, or lender; solicit or perform
investment banking or other services and receive or intend to receive compensation for those services; and acquire non-public information. As an investment bank with a wide range of activities, BNPP may face conflicts of interest, which are
resolved under applicable legal provisions and internal guidelines. You should be aware, however, that BNPP may have previously used the information contained herein or the analysis upon which it is based and may engage or have engaged in
transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views expressed herein, either for its own account or the account of its clients. BNPP and/or persons connected with it may effect or have effected a transaction for their own account in any investment
referred to in this presentation or any related investment before the material is provided to any BNPP clients. On the date of this presentation, BNPP, persons connected with it, and its respective directors and/or representatives and/or employees
may have a long or short position in any of the investments mentioned and may purchase and/or sell the investments at any time in the open market or otherwise, in each case either as principal or agent. This presentation is prepared for
professional clients and eligible counterparties and is not intended for retail clients, as defined in the EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID), and should not be provided to any such persons.
France - This presentation has been approved for publication by BNP Paribas. BNP Paribas is incorporated in France with Limited Liability (Registered Office: 16 boulevard des Italiens, 75009 Paris, France, 662 042 449 RCS Paris,
www.bnpparibas.com) and is authorized and supervised by European Central Bank (ECB) and by Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution in respect of supervisions for which the competence remains at national level, in terms of Council
Regulation n° 1024/2013 of 15 October 2013 conferring specific tasks on the ECB concerning policies relating to the prudential supervision of credit institutions.
United Kingdom - This presentation has been prepared by a Sales and Marketing function within BNP Paribas for, and is directed at (a) Professional Customers and Eligible Counterparties as defined by the Markets in Financial Investments
Directive 2004/39/EC (“MiFID”), and (b) where relevant, persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, and
at other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated. This presentation does not constitute an offer or a solicitation to engage in any trading strategy or to purchase or sell any financial instruments. Given its general nature, the information
included in this presentation does not contain all the elements that may be relevant for a recipient to make an informed decision in relation to any strategies or financial instruments discussed herein. This information is not tailored for any particular
investor and does not constitute individual investment advice. This presentation does not constitute a prospectus and is not intended to provide the sole basis for any evaluation of any transaction, securities or other financial instruments mentioned
herein. To the extent that any transaction is subsequently entered between the recipient and BNP Paribas, such transaction will be entered into upon such terms as may be agreed by the parties in the relevant documentation. In particular, BNP
Paribas owes no duty to any person who receives this presentation (except as required by law or regulation) to exercise any judgement on such person’s behalf as to the merits or suitability of any such transaction, security or other financial
instruments. BNP Paribas London Branch (registered office: 10 Harewood Avenue, London NW1 6AA; tel: [+44 20] 7595 2000; fax: [+44 20] 7595 2555) is lead supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB) and the Autorité de Contrôle
Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR). BNP Paribas London Branch is authorised by the ECB, the ACPR and the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation
Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority are available from us on request. BNP Paribas London Branch is registered in England
and Wales under no. FC13447. www.bnpparibas.com.
Italy - This publication has been approved for publication and distribution by BNP Paribas Succursale Italia which has been authorised by the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and regulated by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers,
and this authorisation has been notified to the Bank of Italy. The branch is subject to limited regulation by the Bank of Italy and the CONSOB respectively.
Spain - This document is being distributed in Spain by BNP Paribas S.A., S.E., a branch of BNP Paribas S.A. whose head office is in Paris, France. BNP Paribas S.A.,, S.E., C/Ribera de Loira 28, Madrid 28042 is authorised and supervised by
the European Central Bank and the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and it is authorised and subject to limited regulation by the Bank of Spain
Switzerland - BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA is authorised as bank and as securities dealer by the Swiss Federal Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA is registered at the Geneva commercial register under No. CH-2703000542-1. BNP Paribas (Suisse) SA is incorporated in Switzerland with limited liability. Registered Office: 2 place de Hollande, CH-1204 Geneva.
Germany - This document is being distributed in Germany by BNP Paribas S.A. Niederlassung Deutschland, a branch of BNP Paribas S.A. whose head office is in Paris, France. 662 042 449 RCS Paris, www.bnpparibas.com). BNP Paribas
Niederlassung Deutschland is authorized and lead supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB) and by Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) and is subject to limited supervision and regulation by Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) in respect of supervisions for which the competence remains at national level, in terms of Council Regulation n° 2013/1024 of 15 October 2013 conferring specific tasks on the ECB concerning policies relating
to the prudential supervision of credit institutions as well as Council Directive n° 2013/36/EU of 26 June, 2013 and Section 53b German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz - KWG) providing for the principles of shared supervision between the
national competent authorities in case of branches and applicable national rules and regulations. BNP Paribas Niederlassung Deutschland is registered with locations at Europa Allee 12, 60327 Frankfurt (commercial register HRB Frankfurt am
Main 40950) and Bahnhofstrasse 55, 90429 Nuremberg (commercial register Nuremberg HRB Nürnberg 31129).
Belgium – BNP Paribas Fortis SA/NV is authorized and supervised by European Central Bank (ECB) and by the National Bank of Belgium, boulevard de Berlaimont 14, 1000 Brussels, and is also under the supervision on investor and consumer
protection of the Financial Services and Markets Authority (FSMA), rue du congrès 12-14, 1000 Brussels and is authorized as insurance agent under FSMA number 25789 A.
Bahrain - This document is being distributed in Bahrain by BNP Paribas Wholesale Bank, a branch of BNP Paribas S.A. whose head office is in Paris, France. BNP Paribas Wholesale Bank is regulated as a Registered Institution by the Central
Bank of Bahrain – CBB. By accepting this document you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. BNP Paribas (2017). All rights reserved.
The information BNP Paribas is required to disclose under Art 38(1) of Commission Delegated Regulation EU 2017/565 of 25.4.2016 where it provides corporate finance advice, as set out in Section B(3) of Annex I of Directive
2014/65/EU (MiFID II), and the service of underwriting or placing of financial instruments can be found in the “BNP Paribas Pre-mandate disclosures letter” available to all issuers via our MiFID II website
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